Introduction
examined the trapping and enrichment of viruses in aqueous environment while the 126 corresponding theory and simulation was accomplished by Schenelle et al. 36 . This respectively of the total mass of SINV particles. 55 The near-spherical structure also makes 176 it a good model for testing in DEP systems, since most theories are based on using the 177 spherical target as default. Considering all these, Sindbis virus is used as a representative 178 virus with a relatively small size and a near-spherical icosahedral structure in this work.
179
In this paper, we demonstrate that the first time that a heat resistant strain of Sindbis Cleaner, Harrick Plasma, Ithaca, NY, USA) before contact sealing.
266
A new design of a g-iDEP device is developed for generating linear gradient for tooth-
267
to-tooth of ∇ 2 / ratio 61 and for smaller bioparticles targets, such as viruses and proteins
268
(larger magnitude ∇ 2 factors are necessary). Generally, the device has two reservoirs on gates along the channel (Fig. 2-A) . This led to minimal variation in e c along most of the 358 channel length, and thus reduced capacity for resolving different analytes.
359
In an effort to iteratively improve the capabilities and applicability of g-iDEP To enable future attempts to resolve similar analytes, V2 design also features more 364 incremental stair-steps in pitch between sets of gates ( Fig. 2-B values of e c were related to gate pitch (p) by a power function (Fig. 2-B 
Characterization of Sindbis Virus

416
The target virus, SVHR, was characterized before and after labeling treatment for size and 417 morphology (Fig. 3) . DLS was performed to define the size distribution of the unlabeled particles.
418
A large majority of the SVHR particles are shown to have a radius of about 46 nm, with some 419 particles a bit smaller or larger, which might be the fragments of broken viruses or the 420 aggregated viral particles caused by these fragments (Fig. 3-A) . After labeling, SVHR had a 421 narrower distribution of size ( Fig. 3-B) , but centered at a higher radius of 56 nm. These values 422 reasonably agree with the theoretical radius of SVHR (r = 34 nm 62 ) considering that the size 423 measured from DLS is the equivalent hydrodynamic radius, which is usually larger than the 424 actual physical radius. The heat maps of the light scattering intensity corresponding to the SVHR 425 sample before and after labeling were also examined ( Fig. 3-C and 3-D) . The scattered light 426 intensity is mainly from viral particles with restricted size range throughout the measuring period.
427
The narrow distribution and consistent results are indications of no significant aggregation of 428 virus, which shows that the SVHR sample is in a highly monodispersed state.
429
Transmission electron microscopy also produced unambiguous results. as bubbles or clogging). The 20th gate, which is the middle gate of the set of three, was 500 chosen for detailed quantitative assessment (Fig. 4) since it was not the last set of gates
501
and capture occurred at low voltage. These studies were captured with fluorescence 502 imaging and combined light-field and dark-field illuminations. Before the voltage was 503 applied, the SVHR sample solution was evenly distributed throughout the whole channel 504 and no obvious fluorescence was seen in the channel (Fig. 4-A) . Upon application of the zone (Fig 4-B) . Considering that the dominant movement in the microchannel is the 509 electrokinetic flow towards the outlet ( blue arrows in Fig. 4-B) , the capture at the outlet 510 side of the gate is consistent with the positive dielectrophoresis (white arrows in Fig. 4- 
B)
. Note no accumulation is observed at the inlet or left side of the gate. Electrokinetic
512
and dielectrophoretic forces are additive in this zone and the particles are accelerated.
513
After removing the voltage, the viral particles released and are observed to diffuse to the 514 surrounding solution (Fig. 4-C) . The applied voltage was varied from 100 V to 600 V with 100 V increments (Fig. 5 ).
529
Integrated fluorescence intensity (FI) was measured at the capture region for each value.
530
FI increased rapidly with time for values of above 200 V (Fig. 5-A) . Intensity 531 measurements were taken at time point 20 s, when V app had been on for 15 s (Fig. 5-B 
536
The behavior of virus in the g-iDEP device indicated that there was a potential 537 transition from noncapturing to capturing when moving to higher V app . To examine this 538 transition, V app was varied between 0 and 100 V at a smaller increment of 10 V and the FI 539 was investigated (Fig 5-C) . Combining with the results obtained at higher V app (>100 V) 540 data consistently generates a pattern of three stages: no obvious capture at low V app (< number as a power function (Fig. 2-C 
